CASE STUDY

In the Face of a Global Pandemic, Historic
Appliance Retailer Relies on Online Presence
RESULTING IN IMPRESSIVE YOY RETURNS
amous Tate dates back to
1954, when it was founded
by Clarence Tate and known
as Tate Electric. Occupying the
space of a former convenience
store in Tampa, Fla., Tate Electric
sold major appliances and was
commonly referred to as “$10
Tate” because Clarence had
built a reputation on low prices
that were just $10 over cost, so
the story goes.

Enter John Horst, who purchased the business
from Tate in 1973. As Horst carried on the tradition
of offering great deals on appliance brands, he also
grew the business, adding locations throughout the
Tampa Bay area to serve an expanding customer
base. By 1996, as Famous Tate had established a
loyal customer following that trusted the retailer
for its competitive pricing on major appliances,
mattresses were added to the product mix.
Today, Famous Tate Appliance & Bedding
operates 11 showrooms, including its original
location. The retailer “Serving the Tampa Bay
area with great deals since 1954!” operates a
100,000 square-foot distribution center and
offers more than 30 appliance and mattress
brands. It employs more than 240 associates,
also known as “Taters.”
While the retailer recognizes top performing
employees through its Tater of the Year Award,
the “top Tater” is reserved for the store’s brand
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ambassador, “Tater the turtle”. Technically a Gopher
Tortoise, Tater was selected by a local kindergarten
class as the store’s mascot because the species is
native to Florida, lives a long life and is independent
by nature, like the independent dealer.
Each store carries plush Tater turtles to give to
children in their showrooms as their parents are
shopping. Should customers want more than one,
their donations for the soft toys go directly to the
Florida Wildlife Federation to help fund signage for
Gopher Tortoise habitats throughout the state.
Tater is a young mascot in the store’s 66-year
history, introduced in 2017 as a fun way to
represent the store, according to Jason Horst,
director of marketing and John’s son. In many
ways, he’s been a light in the darkness—and a nod
to normalcy—during a global pandemic. These
days, Tater sports a facemask, underscoring the
store’s commitment to keeping customers and
associates safe.

Unique Challenges
(and Opportunities)
“There have always been struggles for independent
dealers, especially here in Tampa Bay with the
national and regional chains that have come and
gone over the years,” said Jason, who remembers
vividly the first struggle his dad faced the year he
purchased the store: The oil embargo in 1973 strained
the business and its ability to deliver appliances.
As for the economic recessions along the way, the family business
has focused on controlled growth and a conservative approach to
real estate. “We have weathered these challenges by keeping our
company lean and nimble,” added Jason. He also credits his national
buying group as providing the resources to compete more effectively
and efficiently, as well as networking opportunities with peer dealers
across the country. “We’re all doing the same thing, just in different
markets, and idea sharing is key to independent dealer success.”

The COVID-19 crisis, however, brought an onslaught
of unprecedented challenges against a backdrop of
uncertainty. “Are people even going to shop? It was the not
knowing what tomorrow’s going to bring,” remembers Jason.
As an essential business, priority No. 1 was to create a safe shopping
experience for customers and a safe working environment for
associates, he explained. “When you open your doors to the public,
even with limited hours and safety precautions in place, you’re going
to have customers that might not feel the same concerns.”

Famous Tate’s in-house maintenance team created plexiglass
partitions for sales stations and as counterintuitive as it seemed,
the stores locked their doors to limit the number of people in the
showrooms. Delivery teams were equipped with Personal Protective
Equipment for safety in customers’ homes.
During April and May when many big-box retailers stopped offering
delivery services, Famous Tate experienced a surge of new customers
wanting to increase food storage capacity and seeking home delivery
of refrigerators and freezers. As “work from home” became the norm,
the trend for home durable goods continued as customers wanted to
upgrade their appliances and take advantage of new features.
“The pandemic brought new opportunities to the independent side
of the appliance industry if you could provide safe delivery,” said
Jason. “For dealers with adequate stock, it was a great chance to serve
customers in need. We had never sold so many freezers!
“Thanks to the new sales opportunities created, we never had to
shutter any stores or layoff anyone in our company.”

Meeting the Need for
Contactless Sales
Meanwhile, the Famous Tate website experienced a surge of its own. Despite
reduced store hours during March, April and May—including store closures on
Sundays—the retailer’s online presence, powered by WebFronts® Level 4, was
always on, supporting customers and processing online orders.
Since partnering with Retailer Web Services to build an ecommerce website in
2011, Famous Tate’s online orders have grown steadily every year, according to
Jason. “However, when the full effects of COVID-19 were settling in, customer
orders placed on our website increased tremendously.”
The tremendous increase amounted to a 419% year-over-year surge in sales
March 1 to July 31, 2020, with estimated sales valued at $1,894,012.

A Constellation

OF STARS
The Famous Tate team (240 Taters strong!) prides
itself on having more than 2,700 5-star reviews. The
retailer began using WebFronts® Review™ in 2017 to
follow up with customers after delivery and provide
an easy way to share their experiences. As it’s turned
out, the thoughtful customer reviews have meant the
world to the retailer’s staff. Here are just a few from
the thousands:

“We have a great partner in RWS. When the crisis hit, all the tools we
needed were already in place on WebFronts Level 4. Customers were
desperate…‘How can you help me without coming in the store?’ They
could buy securely on our site, allowing us to complete their order in
our point of sale software and get it delivered.”
Jason discussed the notable ways the store’s online presence successfully
overcame difficult circumstances during the early days of the pandemic:
• For customers preferring to purchase via phone, famoustate.com allowed
sales associates to show them options.
• LiveChat, which was staffed out of convenience pre-pandemic, became an
essential part of the customer shopping experience: It supported customers
when store hours were reduced, provided the answers shoppers needed
before placing online orders and created full-time positions for Famous Tate
associates who preferred to work from home.
• The need for more information on the website prompted the addition of
an ‘In Stock’ flag to items that were available, so customers and associates
would know in real time what models were in stock during each product
search. This seamless integration with the store’s retail software, Whirlwind,
allowed customers to make smart choices when they needed a replacement
appliance quickly without having to call the store.
In March, when RWS provided retailers with COVID-19 resources and actionable
recommendations to reach shoppers, Jason didn’t waste time implementing
their advice.

“RWS was great with providing COVID-19 messaging on our website.
The wording was so good, we carried it through to our print ads to
let customers know we were here to serve them and taking steps to
provide safe shopping and delivery experiences.
“Defining our different ways to shop—whether in-store, via phone, email, through
our website or even our LiveChat—provided the options that customers were
desperately seeking.”

We ordered online and found exactly what
we wanted at the best price. The delivery
service staff were very helpful, polite and
practiced COVID safety measures. We
were very pleased with the experience.”

Thanks to Covid-19 I purchased an entire
kitchen of appliances without being in the
store and seeing any of them. They are all GE
Profile, and all work well and look great! A big
thanks to Bob who helped me find matching
appliances that met my criteria. I purchased
before the severe supply issue and my remodel
is almost complete.”

I have been looking for a small frost free
freezer for months. Found exactly what
I was looking for online at Famous Tate.
Ordered it on a Friday and it was delivered
the very next day. They couldn’t have
been more responsive or efficient.”

Good selection of inventory, and they are
competitively priced. They will try to match
online pricing, so I highly recommend them and
shopping local.”

Easy to use web site, chat. Ordering simple
and confirmed by phone within 2 hours.
Installation was quick and done correctly.”

The New Normal for
Independent Dealers
On the flip side of the opportunities presented by the crisis, it
also created product availability challenges given pandemicrelated factory closures, reduced workforces, and modified
scheduling in the U.S. and other countries.
By late summer, Famous Tate had a waiting list of about
300 customers for freezers. Jason points out that “clear
communication” across Famous Tate’s family of stores has
helped guide customers to the best options such as “scratch
and dent loads” from some of the store’s key suppliers.
As consumer behavior remains drastically altered in the
new normal, Jason believes the importance of technology
has reached a critical point for independent retailers, noting,
“Showrooms have always been vital to customers when
shopping for big ticket items like appliances and mattresses,
but websites have become the flagship showroom that both
customers and sales associates can use as a resource.

“Consumers can buy appliances practically anywhere
today—from big-box stores, to membership clubs or
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March 1 to July 31, 2020 Reveals
YOY Surges for FamousTate.com
During the first five months of the pandemic’s uncertainty in the U.S.,
Famous Tate locations remained open as an essential business with limited
hours, reduced staff and locked doors to limit the number of customers in
stores. Meanwhile, the store’s WebFront, FamousTate.com, was open 24/7
and experienced unprecedented, year-over-year boosts in online retail.
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websites you’ve never heard of—the key is having
products available locally for quick delivery or pick up.
This is valuable to customers.
“Dealers must have their products priced online and
available for purchase. MAP compliant pricing tools
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from RWS are easy to use and allow you to spend as
little or as much time as you want on merchandising.”
Now more than ever, it’s important to integrate as much
availability information as possible, advises Jason. “This is the
next challenge for independent dealers. Most customers want
to buy locally, but we have to provide convenience and a better
experience to keep them coming back.”
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